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PREFACE

Prior to formal dommenceMent of our evaluative activities at the Adult Basic Education

Career Development Center in the Newark Model Cities Area, we were aware of the content

of program operations only to the extent that they were described in the original proposal.

Our evaluation clesigt1 and instrumentation were adopted and proposed accordingly. However,

upon. initial investigation, we immediately found many alterations in program services and

operations. Though these changes and additional services were unexpected, they seemed

4o have enhanced the quality of the program, especially by the offering of services to

'individuals and agencies outside the original target population.

The thrust of the following evaluation substantially concerns the program as submitted

via the original ilroposal, thus keeping the external evaluation relatively in accord with

our contractual agreement. However, in order to do some service to and to provide a mote

comprehensive evaluation of all aspecis of the program as it currently exists, we have

evaluated, to a lesser degree, those aspects of the program that deviate from the original plan.

With this qualification it is cur de ire to extend to the students, staffs and all personnel

affiliated with the ABE Center, Newark Construction Trade Training Corporation, Public

Employment Program, and the Allied Health Services, of the Essex County College of Medicine

and Dentistry our grateful acknowledgement of your splendid courtesy and cooperation. Please

_accept this note of gratitute collectively as a Hating of names would make us subject to the

omission of someone.

tb
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ECTION I

PROGRAM OPERATIONS AND FUNCT.16k;S
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C6CI(CROUND

Inrcler for the reader to 6ornprehend the scope of intrieacir.:s involved in this evaluation,
it is a necessary prerequisite to begin,with a brief chronology pi (1) the events that led -to" the
inception of the Adult Basic Education Career Development Center in the Newark Model Cities

, Area, and (2) He subsequent affiliatiot, and, alterations in program development that have
evolved.

In the mid-1960's the state government of Ncw Jersey undertook the task'of developing a,
plan of vei;t renewal and development to be implemented .in the Newark area. The extent of
this undertaking mijit more readily be understoad with the realization that the whole of Newark
hassbeen designated as a Model Cities urea. Since Newark's citizenry is COmposed of a majority
of people from minority ethnic origins, minority loaders viewed the state's projected plans as'an
oppo,,unity for (1) unemployed and underemployed minority members to participate in the con-
struction of new focilitics and (2) to receive ade.quate training so that they might participatd
and secure meaningful and equitable employment once jobs become available subsecipent to the
'corni:leiion of the physical structures. Roughly, 70,000 or more jobs should become available'
when the Newark Airport; Essex County College, and the New Jersey College of Medicine and
Dentistry are completed. 1

The first task ,vay to find and provide a vehicle by which minority members couid enter
into the construction aspects of Newark's 'enewal and development program. Negotiations and
legal actions earmarked.the following five years. After numerous confrontations and bargaining
sessions between representatives from the state government, major industrial contractors, labor
unions, and a group of minority sp6keSmen (identified on the Newark Construction Trade Training
Program) a program of affirmative action was agreed upon by all parties.

The following narrative provides a cursory treatment of the conditions of the agreement.
The Newark Construction Trade Training Program, which became the Newark Constriktioti
Trade Training Corporation (to be identified as NCTTC), agreed to (1 recruit minority members
into a construction trade training program, (2) place them in approp to construction trades

--.through counseling and testing, (3) provide a shop 'class for eacJi trade comparable to that
,tovide.d by the uniOns,..(4) provide an acadentically'oriented program, and (5)provide Raison
supervision of all trainees placed on job sites. In turn, the contractors greed to (1) accept one
trainee tbr every five journeyman employed on the various jobs, (2)' provide trainees 'on-the-job
.training, with an experienced journeyman, (3) provide supervision of the trainee's work, and (4)give
bi-weekly evaluative 'reports of the trainee's performance on his job (a .trainee's promotions and

'salary increments are usually the result of a foreman's recommenAttiot9. The labor Unions con-
ceded to allow. trainees (nom-union) to work on job sites with workers having union affiliations.
The state government acts as an enforcing agent to ensure that all parties act within the boundaries
of their agreementi. It is possible that construcifion-on a-particular job-would be stopped if a
specific case of willful non-compliance was found, and construction would not resume until that
issue had been resolved. In addition, the state government reimburses all contractors the salciries
they pay to trainees placed by NCTTC.

.



A year 1.):,fore conAruction began, NCTTC received some grunt money to advertise the
program and to recruit prospectivecc;nstruction workers. An Outreach Station was set up on
Bergen Street to serve these pui-Poses. More than 1,300 applications were secured before
moving to their T)-resent locatio,-1,. 222 (:',orris AVenuo, which houses the NCTTC and Adult
Basic Eduation (APE) programs. Referrals were received from such agencies and organizatillpns
as the NAACP, Urban,League, Manpower, etc.;, however, most applicants heard of the pros-
pective prcjram from friends whd had previously made applications. bp'ven now, most new
applicants learn of the program through contactwithprogray.i trainees.

.
All facets of the program proposec.1 by NCTTC are not provided directly by NCTTC.

,Ex'ceptions include the counselors who are provided by the stai,e employment agency and the
ABE program which stems from Essex County C.ommUnity College.

NCTTC and Essex Courtly College jointly wrote the proposal rpc.luesting funding for the
ABE component, which was subsequently granted by the U.S. Office of Adult Basic Education.
Since most trainees did not complete high school the ABE program was espocially important as
the arlions require a prcApective member to hold either a high school diploma or a graduate,
equivalency diploma. Therefore, all the on-the-job training would be for naught if a trainee
could not eventually possess all the credentials* necessary to apply for a union card. An ABE
rather than a GED program was eminent because many trainees entered the program functioning
below an 8th grade achievementievel.

It had been anticipated that 700 trainees,would be employed by NCTTC and matriculate
through a three-year career ladder trade training.program,which, at the end'of such, they
could demonstrate journeyman trade skills and have received a GED or its equivalent. Based
on those projections, .the proposal to the U.S. Office of ABE'requested firnding only for the
coupling of an ABE program with NCTTC's program. However, when the. ABE prOgram became
operative in September:1972, I`Css th-an 100 trainees were employed , and thus, attending ABE
classes. Though the number of trainees employed through NCTTC ho reached a level of approx-
imately 400 during the year, less than 200 have attended ABE classes at any-given time. The

simple fact is that jobs have not materialized at a rate comparable to the original_prilections.

Sir;ce the enrollment anticipated by NCTTC did-not actualize, andin order to provide
its services to as many people as possible who could profit from the program, ABE secured
students from the Career Ladder Training Program of Public Employment Program and the
Career Ladder Training Program of the Allied Health Services of the New Jersey College of
Medicine 8nd Dentistry, a division of the Public Employment Program.

II. SETTING

The ABE Center is located at 222 Morris Avenue in Newark. The physical facility is
owned by the New Jersey College of Medicine and occupies a small space on approximately 140
acres of property presently under construction. The building had once been a vocational high
school, then a methodonc treatment d`Lini)e. Vast rrnodeling was required before the building
became functional. ABE is allotted space for eight classrooms, a director's office, a language
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cofd math Lohercitery, and Work cubicles for staff. Because construction is in progress on three
side.s of the building, at times th,:: outside noise is distracting. Vent-ilk-111ot" is basically poor,
but tlie addition of central air-conditioning this past summer has made the classrooms a more
conducive learning environment.

Also located in the building are the central offices for NCTTC and its personnel, i.e.
director, assistant director, director of training, an Outreach Station, counselors, Placement
Service, site-liaison personnel and secretaries. The. first and third floors of the building house
shop classes, e.g. carpentry, sheet metal, plumbing, etc.

The combination of NCTTC and ABE in the same building provides a convenient mechanism
for communication and cooperation, and a central location of major resources.

As completion of the New Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry approaches, the
building will be torn down. This is anii.cipated within iJe next year. The nature and location
of a new facility cannot be determined until NCTTC receives funds for the ensuing year.

Ill. ;NEWARK CONSTRUCTION TRADES TRAINING CORPORATION (NCTTC)

It should be reemphasized thai-NCTTC is the founding body and source of the ABE
program. Also, it must be pointed out that NCTTC is directly responsible for all aspects
of the cons!ruc\tion training program and is accountable to the state of New Jersey for
compliance with the affirmative action agreement. In order to assure that all parties abide
by the terms of their affirmative action agreement an Affirmative Action Review Council
was formed. Its members include representatives from the New Jersey Division of Building
and Construction, Urban CoalitionMechanical Contractors, New Jersey College of Medicine
and Dentistry, Urban Inc., New Jersey Contractor Development- Office, Union Representatives,
individual contractors, and NCTTC which, is the community representative.

Internally, NCTTC provides all services to trainees other than the ABE component.
Specifically, it provides a recruitment function, guidance function, placement service, shop
training program, and supervision of on-the-job training by site-liaison personnel. Summaries
of these functions and services follow.
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A. Intrike Procedure

The intr;ke service L formally known as an Outreach Station. Durilig the

days when NG11C was ylannia; for the current program a major function of the
intake workers was to r"o into the community 10 recruit prospective trainees.
Since the NC:T.2C proram has. been operative there is no longer 'a need to re-
cruit in the communities.. Almost all new applicants learn of the program from
'trainees presently employed and constitute-a daily influx of "walk-ins" to
make application.

Upon presenting hiiimelf the aspiring trainee is givenan application by
the recepUioni2t. After completing the application, .an intake worker inter-
views the clidrit and reviews the application. Before application is considered
complete, the applicant must submit a birth certificate, high school transcript,
and a military record form DD214, if applicable.

The interviewer must classify each applicant as (1) Basic Trainee, (2) Ad-
vance Trainee, or (3) Journeyman Trainee, based on documentation of age and
vocational trade expbrience.

To be classified in the first category, the applicant must have no pre-
vious trade experience, be at least la years old,, and not a high school gradu-
ate. If he is 18. - 22 years old or older, .depending on the addition of years

__in military service, and has a high school Oiploma he is not eligible for
NCTT-06 -pforrami---ecnd-isto. the union's Recruits and Training Pro-
gram. An applican is eligible for NOTTC-EfThe-h=-a high- school_ diploma
but exceeds the union'b minimum age requirement.

The second category, Advanced Trainee, may be assigned to an applicant if
he furnishes evidence of past experience in the trade he chooses at NCTTC. In

-addition,.his trade competence is assessed:informalI; by a- shop teacher,.jpefore
he is given an advanced rating.. The advanced rating may -be assigned from the
second to fourth year levels.

The last category, Journeyman Trainee, is one in which the applicant
verifies that he has five or more yetrs.experience and can demonstrate com-
parable Skills. Theoretically, if he functions at this level of work compe.
tence and has a. high school diploma or its equivale4 he should be eligible
for union membership. This is the target level at which the NCTTC and ABE
programs spire to develop their trainees over a term of three years.

eir

A function of the intake worker is 'to refer all applicants to another
' agency if they do not meet NCTTC's requirements. Examples of those not eligible

would be mental incompetents, physically disabled, excessive old age, etc..

At the end of.each 4ay all new applications are sent to the Processor.
Generally these are incomplete because the aforementioned documentation is
required (it is reported that approximately two perceht of all applicants
bring the necessary documentation with them). Ti Tire Processor maintains a

,

master file on all applicants-Under catetor,ies of InComplete, Complete and
Placed. There currently is a backlog of-incomplete applications. In
general, these lack complete documentation. This is the major problem area.
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When applications are completed they are channeled through the Counseling and
Placement Units. The Processor is informed when aplacement is made and he
makes the necessary notation and adjustment in his master file.,

A review of the documentation guidelines has been requested but apparent-
ly not acted upon. The Processor has recommended that discharge 'papers be ac-
cepted in lieu of the i_;i214 form; and since all trainees, are tested for aca-
demic achievement, let test scores replace the high school transcripts. These
recommendations were made becauSe Dd21L+ forms and high school transcrips con-
stitute-the greatest sources of delay in completing applications.

The documentation process appears to be time consuming and the above sug-
gestions might shorten this Process,. Ancther sui;,:etio,n might be to devise
some means of informing referral'agencies of the documentation required so
that the two percent of trainees who arrive with ccrepleted applications can
be inc: eased.

The intake unit appears to be a smooth working and well functioning opera-
tion manned by personnel from the Newark area. It seems that they should con-
centrate more on finding applicants who could qualify at the advanced and
journeyman trainee levels and seek out a greater number of trainees coming
from Spanish-speaking origins (this is a tremendously underserved population
in terms of their size in.Newark).

It is. estimated that, on the average, it'takes two to three weeks for
documentation to be completed. Then the new applicant'is'sent to see a
counselor.

B. Counseling Procedures

The-counseling unit's staff consists of-two members.-The Senior Counselor
has a master's degree/And more than ten years experience with the State Employ-
'anent Service, much of it in supervisory capacities. He.r co-worker has had a
similar background, ,though less experience, and is enrolled in a graduate pro-

, gram in counseling. Both have worked with the Youth Opportunity Center.

They report that their style of counseling during the initial interview
is more personal than vocational. Thus, any problems applicants might have
are' discussed and appropriate referrals are made. Also, discussion duing the
interview revolves around choices-of trades. -This is particularly encouraged
when there is a discrepancy between Wdrikperience'and trade requirements.
There.is no non-discriminatory test that aids in matching personal preferences
with complementary trades, so the applicant's work experience and the counselor's
judgment are'the only means of arriving at a choice of trades. This method may
not be sufficient in helping that small number who are genuinely unable to
decide upon a trade preference. Usually, 'brrangements are-made for achievement
testing during the initial interview.

When applicants are placed on a.job by NCTTC they are permitted to see
the counselors on an as-needed basis. Several are referrdd daily by shop,
ABA;, or site-liaison personnel. An estimated;60 percent'return after, the
intake interview.



Child support is reported to be one of the most frequent problems
to the counselors. It 13-estimated that 2g percent of e trainees
are on Family Court Probation. The counselor's
importance of meeting. family rosponsibili
adjust the support payments in cases

.6.

e has been to reinforce .the
es or to appeal to the courts to

o severe need. Another problem has
been drug use,- The program has no-(5licY regarding drug use except as it
affects eNployability.. An estimated ten percent have had drug problems af-
fect their employability andhaVe been brought to the attention of the Counsel-
ing Unit, Referrals for tre4tment have been- the rule. Some studentk then
drop out.

The counselor interviewed felt a need for more specific knowledge about
the trades being offered, future Sob projections for the Newark area and more
information about the identification an& treatment of drug users. These
speak to the shortrange and immediate needs of this part of the program.

However, the salient area of vocational choice, it would appear, needs
most help of all. While testing for specific vocations may not currently
be feasible, testing for broad interest areas itiay.be. It is 'suggested that
the counselors use current trainees as the reference group'in devising their-
own.test following a format similar to that of the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank. Another means of assessing interests and aptitude might be through
the vocational shopd whereby the undecided student is given an appointment
to try a number of tasks in each of the shops in .order to find Out what
interests him.and coincides with his ability.

The area of ongc4ng, counseling can be handled in a more systematic
fashion. Almost all students interviewed felt that rap sessions would be
helpful. Rap sessions can,also be counseling sessions. These-can-be per-
sonal problem oriented or life skills centered, ampler might -be:

(1) Money management - savings and checking accounts, getting
loans, laws'protecting debtors,

(2) Consumer affair6 - which agencies regulate the prices of
goods, small claims courts, tenants and lanabrd law.

(3) -. Program functions - what are the requirements for becom-
ing a Journeyman and.whodecides on their qualifications,
what means are there for acquiring this status.

(1i) Health, Fire, POlice,.EducationService - each of these
to be reol4f units with agency-representatives-or films
;depicting the roles of these agencies in the. community;
how students can utilize these servidv..

(5) ,Legal Problems - laws of employer-employee-rights, pensions,
union relations, family relations law (rights of husband, '
wife, Child); marriagey separation, and divorce How
does insurance apply to trainees? What is enough insurance, etc.?
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.There is no personnel training for the NCTTC, a function which the Seaior
Counselor feels the co,,aseling unit could provide. Their surrvisory experi-
ence could be well used in a consultation capacity for management problems.

'As it exists, the Counseling Unit is a well functioning; unit that is kept
busy on a full-tine hssis. In view of the students' requests for additional
cervices, it seems advisable to hire another counselor in order to expand the
function's of the program.

C. Placement Procedures

TheePlacement Officer receives applications referred by the counselors.
He makes the final decision on whether cr not to place an applicant. He also
makes the final decision on trainee transfers and terminations. ';inen prob-

lems arise involving individual trainees, he usuplly consults with site-liaison
men, teachers, job foremen and counselors before making his decision. The
Placment Officer sees to have a background th-t permits )him to Inndle his
function ,well; he was a site-liaison man for six months prior to obtaining
his present position.

Job vacancies occur on,a regular :basis and he maintains a file of 200 to
300 completed applications, to fill those-jobs. In cases where trainees have
been laid off, he gives, them preference on new openings. before calling in new
applicants.

The Placement Officer reported that durinr; the past year some 400 place-
ments had been made which resulted in a million dollars in salaries being
poured into the local community.

Nost applicants have had to wait three months or more before being placed
on jobs. It is unfortunate that more jobs are not being made available, es-
pecially since more than 200 completed applicants are waiting for placement.
Perhaps an alternative would be to provide aid in finding those applicants
temporary employment.

There is undoubtedly a wealth'of valuable data accumulated in-the place-
ment office. An analysis of this data could assist in revealing turn-over
rate among trades and provide data desctiPtive of the type of background and
personality best suited for individual trades.

Before placements are made,:trainqes are furnished with a list of tools
needed for their particular trade and discount, stores 'where they ma$ bepur7
chased. The total cost of toels across trades varies from 510 to 560. NC1TC
can lend new trainees the mony to purchase their tools. However, trainees with
extended periods of unpmploympnt or sizable firiancial obligations may suffer
from having to pay back no much money. Perhaps this situation might best be
served by having NCTTeallocate budget money that will pay for trainee tools
in excess of :;25. Thin would reduce the initial hind of indebtedness while
alldwing the students the responsibility of ownership.
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D. Field Repre,entatives - Site Liaison Unit

The three site-liaison men perform what is perhaps the most important fUnction of all
NCTTC personnel they Must keep hotll trainees and employers satisfied.

The "site man" enters the picture when there has been a new placement by the placement
officer. He takes the new trainee to his job on the first day. His responsibility is to make sure
that the trainee is accepted andput to work. At times this is not an easy task. Flowever, he is
there with the traineeto handle the situation no matter what it may be. Were it not for this
seemingly miaor function one can imagine the probable loss of.credibility NCTTC's program
could suffer only a few trainee:, were turned away while lc-icing this situation by themselves.

. The site man must find out and report to the placement officer any anticipated lay-offs or
increased needs for trainees so that trainees are made available when jobs open.

If employers issue complaints or ruggest.problems related to trainees, the site man is
the first to k-now. Generally, employers complain about poor attendance or a bed attitude.
A third, but less frequent complaint, is trainee incompetence. This complaint is usually the
easiest to investicj*te as all foreman evalUctions are sent to NCTTC and,shop teachers file
similar reports. Attendance is easily checked because all site men take'ddaily attendance
count at all job sites; By doing this they usually intervene with a trainee be complaint
is registered. The most difficult problem to investigate involves a complaint of a poor trainee
attitude. 1,1 investigation does not reveal supportive evidence the trainee usually is assigned
to another job to see if itwas the situation rather than the trainee that caused 'the inappropriate
work relationship.

In all cases of complaints the site man talks with the trainee. If he deems it necessary
he refers the trainee to the counseling service.

It is the observation-of the evaluator that all trainees are treated fairly where employer
complaints are involved. If the trainee is at fault and continues to engage In behaviors 'I'
detrimental to the rules and regulations of his jobplacement, NCTTC terminate:, him. In this
respect NCTTC is "tougher" on trainees than, 4 --players. Although the general humanistic view
guides us to the goal of salvaging all Ourhuman resources, it seems that-NCTTC's firm policy
regarding the termitation of non productive and irresponsible workers has served an important
pragmatic function. Employers' initial stereotypic concerns relative to minority incompetence,
Militancy, competitive unionization, etc. have been by and large dispelled. It is reported
that some unions and major contractors who fought diligently against NCTTC and its objectives
are now some of its strongest advocates.

The most important function the site man performs is difficult to sum up. It involves
his responsibilities to the trainees. One obvious way he serves the trainees is by listening
to their complaints about their job situations. Usually, those complaints regard insufficient
training or being assigned to do the unskilled functions of the job. The site man must determine
if the trainees complaint is valid, and if so, he observes the trainee at his work in order to
document the violation. la such cases a conversation with the foreman eliminates the problem.

.1
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Many trainees bring personal problems to their site man. For example, assistance in
budgeting theie money, legal advice, former drug problems, dealing with being on parole,
etc. In many ways the site man functions very much like we would wish social workers to
function.

Included in the daily routine of the site man are numerous contacts with trainees and
employers, reports, evaluations, investigations; public relations, checks on compliance
quotas, and many activities we might label as miscellaneous. There are three site men.
There does not seem to be enough lime each day for these men to do their job as well as
they would like. As illustration of their dedication,one worked for a year and a half without
pay during the formative stages of NCTTC; another is a detective from the police department
on leave of absence. Both of these men expressed a great deal of satisfaction with the work
they personally do and with the opportunities afforded to minority citizens through NCTTC.

E. Shop Classes

The shop program is headed by NCTTC's Director of Training. The Director is responsible,
for all training, both shop and academic. Although he is responsible for shop and ABE instruction,
he has little or no authority in the decision making aspects of the ABE component.

All shop teachers have had at least ten years experience in a given trade, but not
necessarily having been in a trade union. Those not already certified by the state of New
Jersey as teachers are pursuing this goal. The Director of Training also teaches a shop class.

The ethnic composition of the shop teachers is three black and two white. No trainee
interviewed brought up the race distinction for any reason. Shop classes in the NCTTC building
include carpentry, masonry, plumbing, plastering, welding, millwright, sheet metal, electrician,
and pipe covering. Several other trades, iron workers, for exampk, are given shop classes at
a different locbation.

Trainees work on their jobs four days each week and spend one day at NCTTC. During
that one day the first four hours are allotted for shop classes, four hours in the afternoon are set
aside for ABE classes. Some advanced students who have a high school diploma or GED may attend
advanced shop classes in the afternoon; an advanced pit.) 'king class is currently doing this. Given
this schedule, it is obvious that the shop cla4s are in full force every morning. Although few
trainees attend shop classes in the afternoon, the teacher's time is well spent. One afternoon per
week is taken for a mandatory staff Meeting. One afternoon is devoted to teacher training,
conducted by the Director of Training. On another afternoon all shop teachers develop visual
aids to assist their classroom instruction. And two afternoons are provided for teachers to visit
construction sites in order io see what their students are doing on their respective jobs. These
two afternoons are invaluable as they allow the teachers to observe the trainees performance so
that future lessons can be geared to assist the development of currently needed skills or to provide
training for those skills not being learned on the job.
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Although it was not the intent of this study to evaluate the shop program, trainees who
were interviewed spoke very favorably about ibis part of their training. It is logical that such
praise shoe. Id be forthcoming as the shop classes are totally relevant to their work. Trainees
also reported that the trainirg in math was especially important and relevant.

The equipment and types of activities observed in shop classes were very impressive
to the evaluators.

0
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IV. DElv\O'CRAPIIIC DATA ON NCTTC TrAl NEES

We prepared a Personal Data Form (sec Appendix A) that would yield information
regarclinu tainees'occun,Jio:,al end social histories. Several reasons precluded our utili-
zation of this instrument: (1) trainees were unavailable other than during the time they
spent in ABE classes and they preferred not to respond to this instrument at that time,
(2) they were tired of filling,- out11.9zms and wished to fill out no more, ,(3) some felt that
portions of the information requested was too personal and (4) those who volunteered to
respond did not complete all items. We were, however, able to secure copies of NCTTC's
applications that provided much of the same informatidn (see Appendix B). One hundred of
those applications were randomly selected and reviewed based on a trainees current attendance
in ABE. Our Personal Data Form sought to .reveal degrees of upward mobility and affi4iations
with community organizations and clubs as they might have been associated with term of
employment with NCTTC. This information was unavailable, and all demographic data
reflects trainees' status when making initial application to NCTTC.

Trainee Aces
Age less than 20

----r-t-
21 - 2....)

1-6

26 - 30

18

3..1, - ",),.)

11

3 -;-- 40
41

5

40i

2

Total

100NUM er 18

Trainee ages reflect an item of interest. In order to secure employment in a trade union
most unions do not accept persons over 25 years of age. NCTTC has employed 36% who other-
,wiTe were unemployable under the union regulation.

Highest School Grade Completed 0
Grade O.' 6 Y IU I I 12 total

Numer 3 3 5 13 127 22 27 100

When we view the highest grade completed with trainee ages more interesting facts are
revealed. NCTTC agreed .to recruit high school dropouts, train them in a trade, and provide
a basic education component helping them achieve a gradyate equivalency diploma (prerequisites
for union membership). However, NCTTC's agreement provided-a clause whereby they could
recruit trainers with high school diplomas if 'they were beyond.union apprenticeship age.
In addition to those 27 above who have high school diplomas another 7 had graduatp
equivalency diplomas, thus accounting for 34';'o of all trainees. By comparing the 34% who
are high school graduates or its equivalent with the 36% over the age of 25, both from a sampling
of 100, we, see that NCTTC is very much in accord with its Affirmative Action agreement.
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The population served by the NCTTC and ABE program was planned specifically for
adults in the Newark. Planned Variation Model Cities Area. However, it was found that 10%
reside in Union County, the remainder in Newark. There is a good reason for this finding.
One of the four terminals at the Newark Airport is in Union County and employees come from
or through the auspices of local unions in Union County. Therefore, 10% of the trainees are
Union Coen!), residents.

Marital Status of Trainees

Status Single Married Separated Divorced Total

Number 48 . 43 6 4 100

Trqinee Dependents Of ler than Self
No .61
Dep.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

No.of
Train. 23 23 25 11 9 3 2 2 2 100

Viewing trainees' marital status and number of dependents indicates that, in general,
they are in need of employment that provides'a good income. Most important in these two
areas, we find That although 48% are single only 23% have no dependents other than them-
selves. We might assume that at least 25, or 52%, of those who are single are responsible
for the care of other family members. Iri the applications some reported that they wanted a
construction job so that they could afford to get married.

Military Service

Branch Army Navy Air Force Marines Total

,Number

.

12 5 4

.

2 20

Only 20P/0 of the trainees have been in military service. This figure indicates little
other than that only one of every five trainees has been in service. The types of training
received in service was of little utility back in civilian life, i.e. quartermasters clerical
assistant, etc., as an entree into vocations offering good salaries and incomes.
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Other Education

Number Organization or Institution

4 Essex County Vocational and Technical School

3 International Careers

9 Manpower Training School

1 Newark Skill Center

1 Job Corps

1

. 4

Lincoln Tech

1 4-year college,

I
Twenty percent have attended other educational training institutes.

again, is not amenable to interpretation.
This Information,

Below is a partial listing of the types of work and trades trainees had engaged in prior
to becoming construction workers.

Prior Trainee Occupation

tceichinist
Draftsman
Exterminator
Merchant Seaman
Painter
Laborer
Boiler Installation
Delivery Boy
Stock Boy
Bus Boy -

Messenger
Counselor
Salesman

Filing Clerk
Claims Adjuster
Service Station Attendant
Security Guard
Car Washer
Welder
Rug Cleaner
Floor Waxer
General Motors
Lockheed Air Craft
Curtis Writiht
N.J. Bell
Western ElectriC

Shipping Clerk
POst Office
Porter
Electrician
Mechanic
Mason
Foundry Supervisor
Sheet Metal
Shipping Clerk
Chemical Operator
Grind Sheer ,

Textile Worker
Construction

The income generally associated with the above listing is sometimes deceiving. For
example, electricians were assistants, factory jobs were at the lowest end of the salary scale,
and many of the better paying jobs ended in lay offs.

In order to better understand past employment, let us look at the ranges of pay involved
among those occupation.; listed above.
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Pay Scales from Previous Trainee Employment

Beginning Salary 51.00 -1.99' 2.00-2.99 3.00-3.99 4.00 -4.99. 5.001

Number 10 58 28 3

Ending Salary 1.00-1.99 2.00-2.99
.7----,

3.00-3.99 4.00-4.99 5.00i

Number 10 44 40 6 2

Over 80% of the trainees past compensation was in the two to three dollar per hour range.
The greatest indication of salary increments jumped from the two dollar per hour range to the
three dolkw per hour range. With some simple arithmetic we might also find that those whose
salary Legan at $2.00 per hour made $512.00 per month before deductigns, which is not a family
man's income. Those making $4.00 per hour made SI ,024.00 per month before deductions, which
approaches an average family income. Within the per month salary ranges it would appear as
if a man could aspire to maintain his current job because of its remunerative potential. However,
we must look a bit further to find what happened to the trainees in their [fist employment.

The table below is not as exact as those previously cited. Complete information was not
as available on reasons why trainees left previous jobs. The information provided by the table
reflects a pro-rbted estimate of reasons for leaving previous jobs when making application to
NCTTC. 7

p
Trainee Reasons for. Leaving Past Employment

Reasons Still Employed Laid Off Seeking Better Pay (Fired J Employer Bankru'pt

Number 10 50 20 12 8

One can easily see that 78% of all past employment resulted in lay-offs, bankrupt
employers and trainees seeking employment that offered better pay. The 12% listed under
Fired was either listed as tired or Terminated on the application forms interpreted to mean the
same thing. Of note is the evaluator's observation that many of those who were laid off were
employed by construction, electrical, or trade companies, and by larger corporations such as
Western Electric, New Jersey Bell, etc. It is our assumption that these reasons were valid as
it is the responsibility of the Outreach Office to verify these statements. Reflecting back to the
last two taLles which, on the surface, indicated that trainees had held jobs with promising salaries
we now can see that at least 90% were unemployed when they applied to NCTTC, and for very
valid reasons.

Upon further analysis of the application data, we found that 33% had belonged to some union
in the past, while 37% owned a car.



A final piece of information gleaned from the applications revealed sources cf referral.
Only 50 of the 100 applications yielded this information; therefore, the numbers in the chart
below represent actual numbers, not percentages.

? ' Sources of Referral to NCTTC

16.

Source
.

Friend

.

Relative NCTTC Personnel Essex Co.Coll. Other. .

.
Number 38 4 3 2

.

; 3

It is of interest to note that of the 3 in the "Other" cell, 2 learned of the program through
a newspaper, while the third was referred by his parole officer.

V. 'DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON TRAINEE EMPLOYERS

An Employer Data Form was prepared prior to the collection of evaluati data (see
Appendix C). This form proved to be.of little utility. We found that most of We information
could be obtained from NCTTC and that it was of such a nature that it applied to all contractors.
Let us cover the information sought through the Employer Dcta Form.

Listed belov,i are the names, of some of the contractors. Some major companies aretoinvolved in all aspects of construction while oth temporaryre tempora sub-contractors. This listing
includes 35 names, but more than 40 contractors ' mployed trainees during August. Since the
number of contractors fluxuates, this liSt will suffice asa sample.

...
Employers Utilizing Trainees

F. Briscoe Company
Union Construction
Clark Partition
Cerami construction Co.
Valentine Electric
Beach Electric
J.L. Muscarella
Astro Concrete Co.
Moro Electric
Jacobson
P.J. Herbert Construction
Mc Lone
Crescent Construction
Otis Elevators
Goodyear Elevators
Gerrninaro
W & H Conveyors

Matthews \
Muller
McBride Contractors
Richardson Engineering
Arace & Sons
Max Drill
D'Adderio
Del Turco
Hemminger
Bouland Sheet Metal
Stenke
Parkway Insulators,
Wool Sulate
Industrial Syprinklers
Grinnell \
Conforti/Eisele
Robert Shaw
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All of the contractors are of one type of industry - major construction.

The number of union employees on particular job sites varies according to current
needs, which fluxuate. Likewise, the number of trainees varies accordingly. As previously
stated, one trainee is supposed to be on the job for every five union journeymen present.
When a particular job is in its early stages only a few workers are needed.. As the job, grows
in proportion the number of workers increases until'aTheik is met, then as the job approaches
completion fewer, and fewer workers are required.

NCTTC trainees do not use khe union system for the itientification of their training
level. Most unions have two levels of classification, apprentice and journeymen. The
apprenticeship leual.ly lasts five years, this varies across individuals and trades. The
apprentice level of skill proficiencyis identified by the number of years he has been an
apprentice, for example, a third, year apprentice. NCTTC trainees follow the same system
of labeling as-the apprentices but are called iainees instead of apprentices. There are 3 basic
trainee labels: (I) Basic Trainee, (2) Advance Trainee (2nd through 5th year), and
(3) Journeyman Trainee.

Trainee salaries are the same as that provided by the trade unions pay scale. Below
is a table listing the trades that are open Io NCTTC trainees. Also included are the hourly
fates of pay that are equivalent to union apprentice. Note that pay rates vary between
Essex and Union County. The pay rates are only given in percentages because the union shops
are currently, negotiating and getting salary increases which would, therefore, make a listing
of dollars and cents at this time inaccurate. The percentages represent the apprentice's pay
according to a journs...ymmr For example, if a journeyman's hourly rate is $9.00 and the
apprentice's percentage. is 35%, the apprentice would be making $2.75 per hour.

9

)
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Trainee Pay Scale
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Vade

Carpenters

Carpenters

Masons

Masons

Iron Workers

Sheet Metal

Lathers

Glazers

Jurisdiction Basic Hourl

7

Ist yr

ist 3 Bal-
ms of yr

Essex County 35% "50%

Rotes for Trainees Equiv/alent to A rentice Reifes ./
2nd yr 3rd yr 4th yr , 5th yr

1st

6 mo
Union County 50%

60% 1. 70% 80%

2nd 3rd 4th 5tW
6 mo 6 mo' 6 mo
55% j60% 65%

"Ir
r-

Essex County 50% 50%

Union CourgY 35% 40%

Essex County

Essex,Co. &
Union Co. / 45% 50%

6th
6 mo
75%'

55% 60%

7.th 8th
6 mo 6 mo
85% '95%

65% 75% ;BO% 90%

50% 60% 70% 75% 80% 90%

60/Y0 70% 75% 80%

Newark &
Elizabeth 50% +25

Essex &
Union Co.

Electricians Union Co.

Electricians Essex Co.

Plumbers

Fitters

Roofers

Essex &
Union Co.

Essex &
Union Co.

85% 90%

55% 60%

+25 +25

75% 80%.

+25 4-25 +25 +25

30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 60% 70%

40% 45% 50% 55%

35%
1'

60% 65% 70% 75%

50% 60% 70%

40%

35%

50%

50%

60% 70% 80%

60% 70% 80%

Trainees 50% + 10% for every 1000 hours,worked
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. =Bask hourly rates were not available for Operating Engineers, Millwrights, Elevator
Constructors , ,Rodman, Plasterer, and Pipe Coverer. Journeymen's pay rates range from
$7.00 per hour to more than-$10.00per hour. It is easy to observe that trainees entering
the construction trades, have thq,c9portunity.to earn a very good income witl istveral years
work experience.

On the job the trainee has a foreman who supervises his work.. In addition, the trainee
is supposed to be working with a journeyman who trains him and, unofficially, supervises
his work. Theoretically, there are five supervisors for each trainee,based on the one
trainee per five journeyman agreement. The site-laision man also provides a supervisory
function although he is directly representing NCTTC.

The foremen have- the primary responsibility to see that the trainee' is trained and 4.0

given work. He also submits a biweekly evaluation of the trainees' job performance, and
he may recommend an advanced rating for the trainee at times other than when the union
rating scale is mandatory (same trainees have advanced three skill years in one years' work
by this method).

The trainees' orientation4s provided by both NCTTC shop teachers and by the company
where he is placed. The first thing trainees are taught is safety rules. Then they begin to
learn how to use their tools. Depending on the risk involved in the particular job placement,
a trainee observes the activities on the job site befdre he engages in actu6I work.

A trainee may or may not work on a praticular job until it is finished. As .a general
rule he finish a specific assignment. However, he may not finish a lob if there`is a
strike, lay off, or a cut back on a particular phase of his job.

The shop classes may serve several purp es in helping the trainee acquire trade skills.
Incidentially, he shop teachers spend two fternoons each week on job sites observing the
types of work their trainees are doing. The shop class may b&'used to assist trainees with
current probl ms they are experiencing on the job, or it may be used to teach skills trainees
are not lear ing on the job.

Just as alaries differ across unions so do fringe benefits. Fringe benefits may depend
upon, trainee levels of competence 'or upon completion of a specific number of hours worked..
Trainees are upposed to be covered by worker's compensation, which they seem to be. 1

met no trainee who had yet received 'Blue Cross/Blue Shield Medical coverage. Some are
having salary deductions for vacation, but little else. This whole area needs to be looked
into by NCTTC.

A..
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VI DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM STUDENTS (PEP)

20.

',Prior to our initial evaluative activities we were unaware of the inclusion of PEP
students in the ABE program. Therefore, we had no instrument with which to collect
demographic data. Both---PEP programs are administered outside the NCTTC/ABE facility
and the additional time requited in gathering, sythesizing and interpreting their tipplications

_..was beyond the resources provided for this evaluation. The following is on effort to provide
a brief summative commentary based on a few interviews and observations.

Both the mayor's Model Cities program and the New Jersey College of Medicine and
Dentistry serve components of the Public Employment Prog.ram which is funded by the
Emergency Employment Act (EEA). This program was established to provide training for
Newark'nemployed and underemployed. PEP students are given on-the- job'troining
and are paid by funds from the EEA. They attend ABE classes twice a week, two hours
each day, being released from work.

PEP students represent on age range comparable to that of NCTIC trainees; however,
the averagkige appears to be thirty and beyond. The majority of this group are females .

All student the Allied Health program of the New Jersey Col ge of Medicine and
Dentistry arz elfare Demonstration mothers. These mothers are trained primarily for
hospital wor in the areas of mental health and family health care. Those involved in the
mayor's PEP pi fall into five basic categories: (I) Finance, (2) Sanitation Department,
(3) Health and Welfare, (4) Mayor's Office, and (5) Public Works. Under those five categories
are specific jobs such as security ,guard, nurses aide, secretary, receptionist, public health
aide, parks and recreation maintenance, etc.

PEP students attended ABE to obtain a GED or its equivblent (see ABE Functions section).
,Many of the job situations PEP members aspire to attain include this requirement.

The/PEP program was originally scheduled to be phased out in 1975. However, funds are
in stich a state that PEP is presently cutting back its program at a rapid rate. It is expected
that PEP will not be included in ABE's plans for-next year due to its immediate termination.



'VII. ADULT' BASIC EDUCATION (ABE) PROGRAM

.A. Rationale and Coals

21.

. hewark, not unlike many other urban areas, has an extremely high drop out
1-.ate. The lack'of a high school diploma frequently prohibits aspiring workers
the oPpcirtunity to gain lningful and equitable employment. In'addition,
most career training 'pro-, s gain little success due to-the fact- that their
trainees do not possess the ability to read, write or perform basic math opera-
tions,-which.are necessary to pass entrance tests or to perform routine work re-
quirements. Due to societal stereotypes and tradition, individuals from ethnic
Minorities suffer most when they have dropped gut of'high school.

Thus; the ABE program has been given a ra4ng of high priority, specific

,?
t::, its association with the vocational career. ladder training pr grams If the
Newark'ConstruCtion Trade Training Program, the Public Employmen Program of
the Model Cities, and the New Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry's pro-
gram. Therefore, we find a major attempt to serve individuals with both a
°program oriented toward the.abquisition of occupational competency, as well as
a b4sic'education which serves two purposes: (1) that of personal educational
achievement and (2) certification necessary to meet vocational entry require-
Ments.

Theseprograms are designed to serve the people residing in the Model
Cities area of Newark who are undereducated, 'unemployed, and underemployed.
Special efforts are made to serve minorities, veterans, and former correc-
tional inmates.

. .

The:broad,goals of the ABE program are to provide its students with
training intended:

'(1) To improve the students' mastery of the basic communication
skills, basic mathematics; and English as aisecond language.

(2)-To increase the'students' proficiency in the communicational
and computational.skills to meet their individual levels of
potential.

) To interpret -and relateudents.."_educatiorial accomplishments
in order for them .to observe. educa-fional relevancytoTthei
occupational training and their careerobjective6;-

_AA) To_enhance their understanding of our free enterprise system
in order to better prepare them for their roles as produc-

. tive 'Citizens.

(5) To help make possible for the student the/ acquisit° n of his
high s.:hoolequivalency diploma, thuS giving him a sense :of'
.personal and 'edlicational achievethent.

(6) To introduce.the ayduits.to college level. work and prepare
_them_to functloti_and_enjoy_a_ higher education.
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(7) To enable undereducated and underernnldyed citizens to obtain
nnd maintain employment and be afforded an opportunity to
continue their education and advanceient.

(8) To develop a career ladder program for staff in the project
to become associate professionals and professionals in
Adult Basic ducation by providing more sensitive and cam-
mitted education.

The agencies involved in the ABE program (NCTTC, PEP, and N. J. College
of Medicine and Dentistry) accepted the goals and objectives set forth by
the ABE staff. NCTTC- duplicates the costs that were funded by the U. S.
Office of ABE. Matching funds were also supposed to come from the Model
Cities grant; however, no cash has been allotted. Their contribution thus
far has been by means of staffing. PEP paid p_nety Thousand Dollars in
release time for students to attend ABE clasAes. Essex County College matches
funds primarily through the offering of staff time and college resources which
reflect both direct and indirect costs. The college is currently attempting
to indade more of the ABE program in its budget.

B. Professional Staff' and

Like' all aspects of the NCTTC/ABE program, a career ladder approach for
ABE staff is in effect. The ABE Career Ladder consists of the following
levels, training, and job descriptions:

1. Work Study Students (ABE Aides). These students have completed
one year of college and are receiving training as tutors. They
assist the remainder of the staff with clerical and tutorial
help when possible.

2. Associate Professionals. ,These personnel have acquired an Asso-
ciate Degree and have had at least one year's experience as a tutor.
They tutor and give small group instruction under the supervision
of an ABE Specialist.

3. Instructional Assistants. This requires a Bachelor's Degree and
either current enrollment in a graduate level teacher training
,program or the equivalent of one year, full-time experience.
They teach from prepared lesson plans based upoa the objectives
determined by the ABE 3pecialists.

4. ABE Specialists. This requires a Master's Degree and one year of
experience or a Bachelor's Degree and three years experience in
teaching. They are involved in.planning the curriculum, teach-
ing, and in leading teaching teams consisting of graduate stu-
dents and Associate Professionals.
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The Director is responsible for 7:1) overall operation of the ABE project.
This includes hiring the personnel and clanning the curriculum. It requires
a background in education, administration and community involvement.

It is our understanding that during the past year the number of staff
had reached a peak of twenty-two members. At the time of this evaluation,
there. were only twelve staff members. Two factors seem to have precluded the
presence of a larger staff: (1) fewer staff were needed as many PEP stu-
dents have ceased attending ABE, and (2) staff members who attend Essex County
College either completed t1101r programs or were out of town for the summer.
The present staff size seemed adequate for the number of students who were in
attendance. However, the director was conducting interviews in order to
hire a full staff for the fall when enrollment is expected to greatly increase.

The ethnic composition and sex of the current staff is as follows:

Director

ABE Specialists

Instructional: .

. Assistants

Associate
Professionals

Black Puerto Rican White Male Female

1

1 1 2

1 1 2 3 1

-5 2 3

It is appare.nt that a good racial mix is employed at the staff level. How-
ever, those staff members who are most closely tied withNewark's population
and who come from the Model Cities area are at the Associate Professional level.
The availability of personnel from Newark at the upper levels is seemingly
small.

Staff training and in- service is small in scope and, at best, informal.
The initial staff attended a citywide workshop conducted by the local Board of
Education and Essex County College. It also attended a few sessions with the
-Adult Education Resource Center. Besides these activities there has been no
formal in-service program. In view of what seems to be a relatively large
staff turnover, more planned in-service programs are desirable.

It was observed that new staff members generally take a few days observ-
ing in classes before becoming actively iniolved. Then they writ. some lesson
plans under the supervision of an instructional specialist before they begin
teaching and tutoring.

New staff members are not apprised of 'the program opera!tions. They should
be issued a handbook describing the goals and functions of ABE, the operations of
NCTTC and PEP, and take tours of construction sites. It would seem that a com-
plete orientation including conceptual and experiential aspects of total program
operations is a must.

A final observation, which may be viewed as positive, is that practically

all staff members are currently enrolled in an accredited college or university.
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C. Instructional n'Iy!'ic,':!Ilm and P,encAlrees

Upon entering the ABE program, all NCTTC Trainees have been tested by a
counselor with the Tests of Adult :3a sic Education which is adapted from the
California Achievement Tezts. Therefore, achievement levels are known before
a new trainee enters the program. Individual profprofa7= sheets accompanying
this test, that serve to give an item analysis of specific strengths and weak-
nesses in skill areas, are not utilized. Use of the profile item analysis
sheets would greatly enhance the ABE instructors' planning for individual
students.

The mode of instruction observed in the classrooms was almost exclusively
that of a single lesson being taught to an entire group. Since placement of
trainees is made by NCTTC according to trade, we can assume that a wide range
of ability levels can be found in each class. Theoretically, the wider the
range, the more need there is for individualization or grouping for skill
development. A small number of trainees receive tutoring on a regular basis,
while others receive it when they ask for special help. Another small number
also spend portions of their academic day in the Language Lab which is also
available to all students. In summary, it was observed that the slower stu-
dents do receive special treatment; but the view is taken that special efforts
should be made to utilize test data,mOre wisely so that more grouping and
individualization occurs in the regular classrooms, particularly because thit
grCup as a whole presents the problem of academic deficiency.

The text books are,.for the most part, those used at Essex County College.
By and large, the material covered is remedial although.it might seem to be
college level. Students seem to like the idea of using college books; it ap-
pears to give them a sense of self-esteem. Students have to buy the books and
they appear to cover basic education material. With the exception of the
Language Lab, there appears to be little academic material available.

The absence of materials other than basic texts leads the evaluator to
three observations of a curriculum nature: (1) Without additional materinls.
(hard wares) it is impossible to make any headway toward individualized instruc-
tion; (2) the fewer materials, the fewer the opportunities to provide sources
of motivation, especially for an educationally "turned-off" population, and
(3) the classrooms are physically sterile and drab'in appearance (not a very conducive
environment for learning).

That seems to be a very good reason for the absence of materials is a mat-
ter of budget and cost sharing. Noney allotted for equipment usually is spent
for major pieces which are not perishable, especially in the initial stages
of a new program. Voney allotted for supplies is generally used for perishable
items such as paper, pencils, typewriter ribbons, etc. The point here is that
money has not-been available Tor the purchase of individually prescribed instruc-
tion materials, subscriptions to trade magazines, library books, etc. such
money must be made available in order to enrich the learning environment. If

an educationally sound program is to evolve, a greater portion of direct costs
funds should be channeled into educational materials. From-a total budget in
excess of three hundred thousand dollars, less than four thousand was earmarked
for equipment and supplies.
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The Language Laboratory is another curriculum feature which needs elabora-
tion. The lab was visited on three separate occasions. There is a System 60
kit, rented with tTrantmoney, which pri::Carily, teaches reading comprehension at
a fourth grade level and 'Ohe other equipment includes a reading pacer,
film strip projector, filmstrips, and a programmed instruction kit which
also stresses reading comprehension. No material was geared to trade-related
areas. .There was no evidence of teacher planning around the use of the lab.
Perhaps, if more diagnostic work is done with students, the teachers could make
prescriptive lab assignmnts for students functioning below a sixth grade read-
ing level, thus incorporating a small degree of individualized instruction.
Associate Professionals could, on a rotating basis, supervise the lab and main-
tain a file to record students' progress and to give individual help. Some
consultant money would be well spent if a curriculum expert could be brought
in to assist in developing curriculum materials and suggesting commercial pro-
grams and items to be purchased.

There was minimal evidence of any curriculum material being geared to the
various vocations and trades in which students are employed. There was some
minor-evidence, but only with two teachers. This area needs considerable atten-
tion as it should make the curriculum more meaningful and interesting.

filhe teachers who were observed appeared knowledgable and confident. In
all cases lessons seemed to be well planned. The most noticable problem involved
classroom discipline with NCTTC trainees. Coming in late, inattentiveness and
"clowning" could have reflected the lack of preparation to meet individual
needs. As new trainees came into the program the pace of the classes slowed
down while tl new members were caught up. The use of a regular teacher and
one or more riociate Professionals in each class could eliminate this prob-
lem by allowing for the grouping of students. Smaller classes might also eliminate
some discipline problems.

Students primarily attend classes to obtain instruction leading to a high
school diploma. There are two options open to all students. First, the student-
may take instruction until he feels he can pass the High School Equivalency
Examination (GED) . He can tale this exam at any time. If he expresses: this
desire, he can take a test that has proven to be a good predictor for passing
the GED exam; it also serves to point out weaknesses. A few, but not many
students have gained an equivalency diploma during the past year by this method.
Second, the ABE program offers a course of instruction whereby students may
obtain an equivalency diploma after the successful completion of a 24 credit
program. Samples of courses are: Basic English Sentence Structure, Business
Communications, Fundamentals of Science, Fusiness Mathematics, etc. The greatest
asset of this option is that some of the credits may be applied to a degree
program at' Essex Councy College, thus allowing the student to, enroll with ad-
vanced standing. This method also eliminates the stress of passing one test
to gain the GEJ.

Although many recommendations were made in this section, the program is
making strides toward meeting its academic goals (see Results section). In
view of the progress being made under the present conditions, it is conceivable
that progress could be phenor;enal if individualized instruction were to becin-
corporated on a school-4/ide basis.



SECTION II

EVALUATION DESIGN, RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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I. ABE OBJECTIVES

I. Improve the communicative, computational and social skills for adults whose
inability to effectively use these skills substantially impairs their getting or retaining
employment commensurate with their real' ability.

2, Enhance their understanding of the free enterprise system in order to prepare
Hem for their roles as productive citizens.

3. Interpret and relate students' educational accomplishments in order for them
to observe educational relevance to their occupational training and their career objectives.

4. To help make possible for the students, the acquisition of his high school
equivalency diploma thus giving him a sense of personal and educational achievement,

The above list is obviously representative of broad planning objectives. Such is
the case, and often a necessity, with the inception of a new experimental program. With
the understanding that the ABE program being evaluated has only completed the first year
of a three year program, thi5 evaluation merely represents a status assessment of an evol-
ving program, not a judgment of the terminal efforts. Hopefully, the following evalua-
tive procedure, results, and recommendations will serve to identify strengths and weakness-
es, and lead to the development of more precise and measurable objectives.

II. EVALUATION PROCEDURE

As mentioned previously, aspects of the evaluation differ frotn,tbat proposed in the
contractual agreement (see Appendix- D) in order to give service to components of the
NCTTC/ABE Program that had been unanticipated.

Under the conditiohs of the above agreement we had intended to collect and to
secure d ) ta from NCTTC/ABE relative to the construction trainees that would enable us
to:

(a) Make an analysis of the recruitment procedure and its appropriateness to
the project and its relationship to trainees admitted to the program.
(b) Monitor and document the program itself with a view to describing the
treatment and assessing the conceptual and operational adequacy of the program.
(c) Make an analysis of pre- and post- test data to assess the actual level of
skills mastery.
(d) Provide an assessment of trainee perceptions of the program and their reactions
to it.
(e) Make an assessment of employer post-training perceptions of trainees.
(f) Produce an integrated summary of findings with implications for the project.

;.

Three months prior to our evaluative activities copies of three instruments we
developed (for the collection of derygraphic data on both trainees and employers, and
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to survey the attitudes arid perceptions of trainees) were sent to Dr. Grace Hewell, Mr.
James Howard, Dr. Lou Hofman, and Mr. Jerry Lieberman for/heir inspection (see Ap-
pendices A,C,E and F.

Personnel from the Outreach Station, Counseling and Placement services were per-
sonally interviewed to secure data that would enable us to analyze the recruitment pro-
cedure and it?appropriateness. An outline of these services was also provided by NCTTC's
Director of Operations. The results of these findings are included in the section about
NCTTC.

In order to monitor and document the program itself with a view to describing the
treatment and assessing the conceptual and operational adequacy-of the program, the
evaluation team took twenty-one days for investigation. Interviews were conducted with
the Director of ABE, NCTTC's Director of Operations, NCTTC's Director of Training,- NCTTC's
Outreach, Counseling and Placement Personnel, Site-Liasion Personnel, four ABE staff members,
50 PEP and Trainee students and an Affirmative Action Compliance Officer. Visits and
observations were made at various construction sites, shop classes, ABE classrooms, and thq
ABE Language Laboratory. The entirity of this document is flavored with the findings of these
interviews and visitations. TheRecommendations and Conclusions sections specifically report
the findings of observations relative to the ABE component.

A goal of the program was to raise the educational proficiency of students in corn-
munitation and computational skills. This goal was measured by analyzing pre- and post-
test scores obtained on the Reading and Math sections of the Tests of Adult Basic Education.
A correlated t test was applied to determine if academic growth had taken place. Signi-
ficance was set ar the p (.05 level of significance. Matching pre and post-test scores
were provided by the Director of ABE. Test results for trainees and PEP students were
reported separately.

Another means of assessing the program was to measure the attitudes and perceptions
of students about the quality of program services. A twenty-two item questionnaire was
devised (see Appendix E) to secure perceptions regarding the recruitment procedure, the
ABE program and its personnel, and of the overall mechanics of the program. There were
three possible responses: YES NO,- UNDECIDED. If the program services were per-
ceived as neutral, it was hypothesized that the instrument would yield equal numbers of
responses in each YES - NO UN.D,ECIDED category. If the program was perceived 'as
positive, the percentages of YES responses to each item would be greater than 33%. It
was decided, therefore, that the program would be perceived as positive it more than 33%

7 of the students responded YES to more than 50% of the 22 items. All twenty-two items were
given to trainees, while items 1,2,3,4,5, and II were omitted in reporting PEP students'
Perceptions.

A more in-depth type of interview was used with 34 trainees and 16 PEP students.
Personal interviews were conducted to assist in evaluating the ABE instruction, students'
regard for ABE staff, the future effects of the program on individuels, problem areas, sug-
gestions for improvements, and a summative evaluative comment on the ABE program. The
results were reported basically in percentages and frequency distributions by making a factoral
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analysis of the interview data. A stratified random sample of 34 trainees, plus alternates,
were selected from a current 'oll list. The strata controlled for proportions of trainees cur-
rently employed in various trades. Because of its phasing out status a random sampling of
PEP students was impossible. Six interviewees were from the Allied Health Division, while
the remciining ten came from the regular PEP program.

Employer post-training perceptions of trainees is not included in this report as was
intended. This data was to be made available to us by ABE as it was a piece of their
internal evaluation. However, this data had not been collected before or during our in-
vestigation. Some scant information abobt this area came fro'm conversations with NCTTC and
contractor personnel who agreed that NCTTC traii-fees were doing as well as union appren-
tices.

Recommendations and Conclusions sections provide an integr.ated summary of our findings
With implications for the project.

Ill. RESULTS

A: Student Achievement
6

Selected subtests were taken from the Reading and Math sections of the Test of
Adult Basic Evaluation. The only reading subtest given was Reading Comprehension. Only
computational sections of the Math section were admin!stered. Originally, all Language
subtests, except Spelling, were given, but problems of administering this section in addition
to the Reading and Math sections during one sitting precluded the gathering of this data.

To date, no students are required to take the tests; however, they are encouraged
to take them and are given the rationale that the taking of the tests would assist the ABE
teachers in their planning for individual students. Since the taking of the tests is optional,
many choose not to take them. That is one reason why so few matching test scores were
made available- to the evaluators. In no case is there an N above 30, which is generally
the lower limit accepted to eliminate the probability of a Type I error in the interpretation
of 'mean differences.

An additional reason why there are so few matching scores is because the initial
testing was poorly managed. Many students copied from each other's test booklets and
time limits were not strictly kept. Initial scores suspected of being affected by either of
the above reasons were arbitrarily omitted,

TABLE I Comparison of NCTTC Trainee Pre and' Post-Test Score Means on
the Math and Reading Sul4tests of the Tests of Adult Basic Education

Pre-test 18 6.9 25 6.6
Post-test 18 7.8 25 7.8
Difference .9 * , 1.2 **
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,7

**
Significant at .05 level. t = 2.37
Significant at .0005 level. t = 5.45

Given the limitations previously cited, the above table gives encouraging evidence
of the potential success of the academic portion of the training program. Equally en-
couraging are the results of PEP students in Table 2..

**

TABLE 2 Comparison of PEP Students Pre and Post-Test Score, Means on th.e
Math and Reading Subtests of the Tests of Adult Basic Education

N Math N Reading
Pre-test 17 6.9 30 7.7

Post-test

Difference

17 8.6

1.7 *

30 8.5

.8 **

Significant at .05 level. t
Significant at .0005 level. t =4.70

Given the existing data, favorable impressions about student achievement are forth-
coming. However, future results obtained under more rigorous conditions is extremely de-
sirable.

B. Student Attitudes and Perceptions,'via Survey Form

During the week that the ABE staff administered the attitudes and perceptions sur-
vey 70 NCTTC Trainees and 30 PEP students responded to the items. The results of each
item are reported below in tabular form with both NCTTC Trainee and PEP student respon-
ses included where applicable. The numbers given under the 'YES NO UNDECIDED
categories represent percentages of responses.

TABLE 3 Did the person who interviewed you fek the program explain the program well?

Yes No 1 Undecided
NCTTC 71, 21 8

TABLE 4 Do you feel that the person who interviewed you. for the program was interested
in you?

NCTTC
Yes
67

No
20

Undecided
13
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TABLE 5 Were you recruited by a member of the Adult Basic Education staff?

NCTTC

Yes No Undecided

24 64 12

TABLE 6 Were you recruited by an agency or by someone who does not work at the
Adult Basic Education Center?

NCTTC

Yes No Undecided

36 54 10

TABLE 7 When you were unable to come to the center to do your school work did
someone come to your home to help you?

mi

Yes No Undecided

NCTTC 03 73 . 24
PEP 00 100 00

TABLE 8 Are there enough staff members at the Adult Basic Education Center so that
someone is always available to help you with your school work?

Yes No Undecided

NCTTC - 48 30 't 22
PEP 58 26 , J.1,6

TABLE 9 In most of the school work you do at the center, dan you work as -fast or as
slow as yOu feel yotrneed to? 1.

Yes No Undecided

NCTTC 60 20 20
PEP 67 16 17

TABLE 10 Is the whole class taught a lesson at the same time very often?

NCTTC
PEI?

-Yes-

76
84.

i4o

10

Undecided

13

06

TABLE II Does a teacher teach two or three of you at the same time?
Yes

NCTTC 34
, PEP 67

No Undecided

16

03
50
30
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TABLE .12 Are the instructipnal materials interesting?

NCTTC
PEP

Yes No Undecided

65
50

16

20
19

30

TABLE 13 ls'a lot of the instructional material about the work you are doing on your job?

NCTTC

Yes

t
No Undecided

.28 15

TABLE 14 Do you feel that the school work you have been doing help you pass the
High School Equivalency Examination if you wish to take it sometime in the
future?

Yes

J

No

NCTTC 60 17

PEP 57 30 ,

Undecided

23
13

TABLE 15 Do you feel that what you have learned at the, Adult Basic Education Center
is useful to you now?

Yes No Undecided

NCTTC 68 10 - 22

PEP 74 13 13

TABLE 16 Do yQU feel that what you have learned at the Center will be helpful in
planning your future?

Yes - No Undecided

NCTTC 78 06 16

PEP 70 20 10

TABLE 17 Has the reading -instruction helped you the most ?

Yes No Undepided

NCTTC 44
PEP 47\

23
33

33
20

TABLE 19 Has the mat
h

nstruction helped ycu the most?

Y. No

NCTTC 53 21

PEP 70 07

Undecided

26
23
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TABLE (9 Are the staff members at the Center pleasant to be with?

Yes No Undecided

NCTTC 71 10 19

PEP 90 03 07

TABLE 20 Do the'staff _rnembets treat you in a way that makes you feel important- and
appreciated?

Yes No Undecided

NCTTC 54 25 21

PEP- 83 04 13

TABLE 21 'Has what you have learned about jobs and employment at the Center made
your-thinking aboLy work more meaningful?

Yes No Undecided

NCTTC 67 14 19

PEP 64 13 23

TABLE 22 Have private talks with a person on the Adult Basic Education staff helped
you in planning your future career?

O

Yes" No Undecided(

NCTTC 42 31 27
PEP 37 53 10

TABLE 23 Are your job and education schedules well planned and convenient?

NCTTC
PEP .,,

Yes

55
60

No

21

27

Undecided

24
13

TABLE 24 Do you feel personally successful in the progress you've made in your schOol
work?

NCTTC
PEP

Yes No Undecided

60
73

17

10

23
17

Of the 22 items, only two yielded less than a 33% score in the YES category.
Therefore the conclusion, based on thtc_results of students' attitudes and perceptions, is that
the ABE program is a positive program.
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The two items that did not receive more than 33% YES responses were essentially
insignificant. Table Number 5 refers to the sources of trainee recruitment. If has already
been determined that enough applicants "walk-in" that an aggressive recruitment program
is unnecessary. ,This 4oncern as well as those found in tables 3,4,5,6 and 13 were not appliC'able
to PEP students; especially. Tables 3-6 because their recruitment procedure was not a concern
of this evaluation. The rationale for seeking responses to Table 13, regarding instructional
material related to the job, was that ABE had prOposed to develop such an instructional
curriculum for trainees, but not for PEP, so this item did not apply to PEP students. Table 7,
pertaining to homebound instruction indicates that ABE's,Joroposed intention to provide this
service never:materialized. The:ABE director said that many tutors were females who would
not go into trainee homes because of the potential risk pf personal harm while in their
neighborhoods., In addition, most trainees do not have telephones, so scheduling. of homebound
instruction would have been impossible. In view of the above circumstances it would seem
that attempts, to develop homebound instruction would be futile, and not a worthwhile pursuit.
The excessively low YES responses to this item serves as a validation check that indicates the
students did take the task of responding to this instrument seriously.

Tal3f1'e 10 reported an item that supported the evaluator's observation. that whole group
instruction seemed to take place much too often. Table II yielded both good and bad results:
only 34% of the trainees have experienced small group instruction, whereas 67% of-the PEP
students have. This indicates that trainees are probably getting Much less individualized
instruction than they need.

Table 17 indicates that the reading instruction is having an almost neutral impact on
NCTTC and PEP students. 'This might indicate a need for a reading specialist. Support for
this 'notion' can be gleaned from Table (8. Skills involved in the -

reading instruction are
much more relevgnt to PEP vocations than trainees, however-70°k of the PEP students rated
the math instruckon as the besto There should be many residual benefits carrying over into
vicational competency if the reading program were strengthened fOr PEFstudents.

A final observation of great importance is that the most positive findings indicate'
that the students like the ABE staff, who seem to treat them well; and that students feel that
the'program is serving a useful purpose at present and will be of value in planning their .

futures.

In sum,, the program appears-O....1)e, serving the needs of its recipients at a good pace.
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C. NCTTC Trainee Responses to Personal Interviews

Through the stratified random sampling procedure we had hoped to select a
sample that would be representative of the general age distribution of trainees and
of various intervals of time employed. Of the 34 interviewees 15 were between
18 and 24 years of age, 13 between 25 and 30, and 6 were over 30. Eight had
been employed from 0-6 months, 15 from 7-12 months, and II from 13-18 months.
With regard to the small number of trainees interviewed, these figures' seem to be
representative of the entire population.

The results reported in the tables below are generally given in percentages;
any exceptions will be shown as frequency distributions. As in the previous section,
each table will be identified by a specific question.

As you began working in your construction trade, did you feel
that additional school work would help you do your job better?

yes

85

no

15

Apparently mcst trainees felt that they needed additional school work. When
asked to be more specific in terms of what they felt they could learn that would be
helpful, some common replies were: to read blueprints, to read the ruler, to learn
how to do fractions, to estimate sizes and lengths, etc." Many said that the shop
instruction was best because it was directly related to their work. However, they
felt, in general, that the ABE math was important too because they needed it to
pass the GED exam.

TABLE 26 Which subject did you need the most, math or English?

math English
72 28

It is reasonable that math was felt to be needed most since most of the trades
require mathematical operations much more than verbal communication. It should' be
pointed out that all three Spanish speaking interviewees said they needed English more
than math. In addition, eight said that they were equally important subjects.

TABLE 27 What subject has been taught the best, math or English?

math

77

English

23
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Again, the most common reason for feeling that math was taught the best
wus because it was more relevant to the job. The few who said English was taught
the best gave the reason that they had had too many math teachers; whereas, their
English teachers had been constant.

TABLE 28 In general, has the school work been: (1) too hard, too easy, (2)
too fast, too slow, (3) interesting, not interesting?

Too Hard 14 Too Fast 18 Interesting 80

Too Easy 18 Too Slow 22 Not Inter6sti'ng 14

Sometimes Both 68 Sometimes Both 60 Sometimes Both 6

More than 30% of the trainees felt that the inst uction is either too hard,
too easy, too fast, or t6o slow. Table 28 indicates that in each class approximately
15% of the students are overly challenged by the instruction, white another 15%
are not challenged enough. Thcse are 30% who need appropriate 'instruction at
their own levels. One might assume that they are the ones most likely to present
discipline problems. It is quite rewarding to find that 80% feel the classes are in-
teresting.

TABLE 29 a. From your contact with the ABE staff, do you feel
they take an interest in you personally?
b. Do you feel that they are sincerely concerned with
helping you develop your school skills?

yes no

a. 97 3

b. 97 hi 3

These results must be viewed as one of the major reasons why the ABE pro-
gram has achieved its successes. They reflect that the ABE staff is sensitive to
the needs, lives, and past educational experiences of the trainees.

TABLE 30 Has the ABE staff discussed with you, as a group, any
personal concerns you've had about yoUr work situation
or the ABE program?

yes no

61 39
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This item was intended to ossess the degree to which the staff made them-
selves available in a personal fashion. In view of the results of Table 29 one
might have expected more than a 61% YES response in Table 30. However, the
61% seems quite high with the realization that professional counselors are available
to deal with personal problems, while site-men are provided to handle work problems.

TABLE 31 How do you feel the entire program (ABE and trade training)
will effect you in the future?

Number Future effects

14 To become a qualified construction worker.
7 To get a GED.

17 Even if I don't become a journeyman, I have learned skills
that will give me a better income.

8 VII open my own business.
3 Experiences I've had with a variety of people will be 'help-

ful in getting clang with others.
12 I'll be able to provide for my family and their future.
8 To get into a union and the security of its benefits.
2 . The education has made my mind sharper.

1 I have learned patience and self-control.
I won't have to get on Welfare.

1 I have become a dependable person.
2 It has made me feel good 'physically, and I've gotten a lot

of self-confidence.
12 I'll have a good standard of living.
2 be able to get a better education, i.e. be an engineer,

lawyer.
4 I've learned how to budget my money.
2 I'll be able to buy a home.

In every case the interviewees had positive responses o this item. It is
doubtful that any other program would have yielded .such positive responses at such
an early stage of development. When 'these responses were challenged in the
sense that if the program was not refunded would the trainee feel the same,
the usual response was to the effect that what had been learned couldn't be
taken away and that he (trainee) would still have a more promising future. Many
said that this was the best program in existence.
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111

/ What problems have you encountered with the NCTTC and
ABE programs:

Number t)roblerns

6 Too much authority exerted in ABE by NCTT
2 Trainees sometimes are not placed with journeymen.
4 Trainees do dirty work on the job and their experience

is not well-assessed.
8 Union workers antagonize trainees.

16 A lack of fringe and health benefits.
2 Need transportation to work and school.
5 Too many teenagers are irresponsible, need more older

guys.
1 Younger 'guys get poor supervision on the job.

19 Confusion over. NCTTC and ABE operations.
1 ABE staff needs to know more about their responsibilities.
2 Staff should plan lessons better (ABE).
4 ABE staff needs to be more consistent in their standards

and requirements.
10 Too much ABE staff turnover.
10 Need smaller ABE classes.
13 ABE should enforce stronger discipline.

1 ABE staff show favoritism to some students.
1 English as a Second Language should be offered.
2 ABE staff needs stronger communication with each other.

ABE staff needs better communication system with students.

To summarize, the trainees feel a need for more clarification over fringe
benefits. This whole area was also unclear to the evaluators. There also seems to
be a great deal of confusion over the total operations of ABE and NCTTC. In re-
gard to ABE, it is felt that stronger discipline is needed, smaller classes are need-
ed, and there is too much turnover of teachers. There was a tendency for trainees
to bring up more problems related to work than anything else, many sought ans-
wers to questions and advice from the interviewers.
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TABLE 33 What could you suggest to improve the NCTTC/ABE program?

Number Suggestions

3 Hire more site workers.
1 Don't dock a trainee a whole days pay if he is tardy for

shop or ABE classes.
Hire trainees according to need, make better qualification
standards.

I Enforce rules on absenteeism and tardiness.
1 Increase trainee's basic pay scale.
2 Get the trainees on the job more quickly and spend less

time observing.
8 Spend more time in shop classes.
I Make shop classes more related to presently needed work

skills.
Require ABE and shop attendance more than one day per
week.

2 Hire more ABE teachers.
Hiie more ABE teachers from the community.
Have more personal contact between teachers and students.

1 Improve students' attitudes toward school.
2 Have students take ABE more sseriously.

w18 Separate those students who want to learn from those who
don't.

7 Break down classes according to academic levels.
Implement classroom placement and grouping from achievement
test scores.

3 Put high school graduates together.
3 Provide more academic options.
2 Take time to work on personal concerns.

1 Moilke English more interesting.
3 Pro1vide one section for GED prospects.
7 Stop repeating lessons when neW students come to ABE.

Set up a guidance class.
Provide free text books for trainees,.

4 Set up a student government to improve communication be-
tween, students and NCTTC/ABE administration.

The comments listed in Table 33 reflect a wide range of suggestions for im-
provement. In many instances the evaluators agree with these suggestions.
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TABLE 34 Can you describe your feelings about the ABE program in
one word?

Number

9

4
4
3

2

Descriptive Word

Good
Excellent
Beautiful
Great
O. K.
Alright
Wonderful
Terrific
Fine
Secure
Relieved
Nice
Cool
Fair
Mediocre
Ungoverned
Political

The words Fair, Mediocre, Ungoverned and Poljtical were perce\livas
negative descriptions. These results indicate that 88% of the trainees vie* the
program.as positive, 12% as negative.

D. PEP Students ReSponses to Personal Interviews

The following data was collected 'without the benefit of a sampling procedure.
Many PEP students had stopped attending ABE, and although an attempt was made to
obtain a random sample, it was impotsible due td inconsistent attendance. Howeve'r
the following information indicatesrhow 16 students who volunteered to be interviewed
felt about their program. The tables are reported in percentages and frequency dis-
tributions.

TABLE 35 As you began working on your job, did you feel that ad-
ditional school work would be helpful?

_yes

81

no

19
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Since most PEP vocations involve secretarial and community contacts with
people, their primary reason was to gain a better command of English and communi-
cation skills. Ten of the 16 interviewees were females who were working directly
with people.

TABLE 36 Which subject did you need the. most, math or English?

math

25

English

75

The results of Table 36 apparently reflect the female work bias. Males
working for the Parks and recreation Deparrtent, Sanitation Department and as
security guards chose math.

TABLE 37 In general, has the school work been: (I) too hard, too
easy, (2) too fast, too slow, (3) interesting, not interes-
ting?

Too Hard 19 T o Fast 12 Interesting 63

Too Easy 0 oo Slow 07 Not Interesting 2,5

Sometimes Both 81 metimes Both 81 Sometimes Both 12

PEP students viewed the pace and degree of difficulty Of the ABE classes as
relatively neutral. The major reason given by those who responded that the instruc-
tion was not interesting was because too much work was required, especially ,home-
work. An additional reason for a lack of interest was a large rate of teacher turn-
over.

TABLE 38 a. From your contact with ABE staff, do you feel they
take an interest in you personally?
b. Do you feel that they were sincerely concerned with
helping you develop your school skills?

yes no

a. 88 12

b. 88 12

The only reasons given for NO responses regarded the large amount of home-
work teachers assigned.



TABLE 39 Has the ABE staff discussed with you, or a group, any
personal concerns you've had about your 'work situation
or the ABE program?

49

yes no

19 81

41.

a

Special counselors are employed for PEP students by_the PEP program,. there-
fore, there was little need for this function within ABE. Five said they would
like to have rap sessions and one said the ABE counsel she had gotten was better
than the PEP service. Given the present system which permits PEP students to at-
tend classes twice a week for I 1/2 hours each session there is little opportunity
to take time for personal concerns. Besides, PEP students cannot stay after classes
because they are on work-release time and must get back to work.

TABLE 40 How do you feel the ABE program will effect you in the
future?

Number Future Effects

2 Will be able to get a clerical job.
Can manage money better.
Will become elementary school teacher.
Will go into data processing.

2 Will be able to get a GED.
1 will be albe to read better.

1 I can fill out forms and applications for future jobs.
2 I will be more employable.
1 I will continue my education with New Careers.
2 I will be glile to get better jobs.

Go to art Ischool.
1 I will increase my family income.
1 ! will be able to function on my own.
2 I have no idea, I haven't gotten a job yet.

It seems that PEP students do not have the secure feelings NCTTC trainees
have about their futures. It is understandable because the PEP program is being
phased out and very few PEP students have gotten permanent jobs. In general,
the impression was given that having been in the ABE program will have positive
effects in the future.
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TABLE 41 What problems have you encountered with the ABE program?

Number Problems

1 Co-workers on job see PEP people as threat.
1 Job transfers caused loss of class time.
1 Teacher schedules for himself with no regard for the

students' problems.
2 Too many teacher changes.
1 Students aren't properly prepared for tests.
1 No academic progress has bein made.
3 Great confusion over the GED and, 24' credit programs.

A good instructor was. fired and the new instructor'
began the instruction all over.

1 ABE should be completed before on-the-job training begins.
2 Too much homework.

Not enough money.
Not provided money for baby sitters when attending night
classes.

Table 41 serves to point out two main differences in the PEP program and
the NCTTC program. Problems involving (1) less ar*ulation between PEP and
ABE, and (2) less desirable and remunerative occupations made available thrJugh
public service programs, especially to females. PEP seems to suffer a Zack, of
operational management due to its being a minor affiliate of a larger program.
Nor ;;e of thes e 'problems exist with NCTTC.

TABLE 42 °What could you suggest to improve the ABE program?

Number Suggestions

1 Spend more time teaching English than math.
2 Provide more individual teaching.
4 Reduce class sizes.
1 Provide a guidance class and evening classes.

Change Business Communications Course to be first
for receptionists and secretaries.

2 Screen and ability group students.
1 Cater instruction to slower students.

Gear the program to students' needs,' be aware of
their backgrounds.

1 Complete the ciasswork sooner.
2 Organize classes specifically for GED instruction.
2 Eliminate required courses at Essex County'College.
2 Provide travel expenses and increase pay.

Involve students at planning stage.
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The suggestions for improvements speak for themselves. Note-that some, i.e. smaller
classes, ability grouping, more student involvement, etc. suggestions have now appeared
for the third time.

TABLE 43 Can you describe your feelings about the,ABE Program in one word?

Number Descriptive Word

6 Good

,

Fair

1 . Excellent

1 Great

1

.c. ,

Grateful

1 Wonderful

1 Rewarding

With Fair being interpreted as a negative description we, find 69% vievethe program
as positive, 31% as negative. These negative views may reflect more dissatisfaction with
the phasing out pf PEP than specific disenchantment with ABE. It is understandable that
program development for PEP was more difficult because original plans did not provide for
its inclusion.
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E. Personal Interviews with ABE Staff

Four ABE staff members were personally interviewed. There were three main areas
covered by the interviews: (I) general feelings about the ABE program, (2) problems with
the program, and (3) suggestions for program inprovement and development. Summaries
of responses to these areas are given.

(1) The general attitude is that the ABE program and its services are important and
serve a usegul purpose. Its relationship with NCTTC, PEP and the Allied Health Services
training programs make'it a very valuable component. There is the view that ABE and the
vocational training programs mutually depend upon each o otherwise neither would be
able to reach its respective objectives or serve the peop for om all these programs are
designed. Thus far, ABE has experienced a rnoderat gree of success. It is moving in
the right direction but suffers from many growing pains. The staff rates their program as
good, but a long way from where it could be.

,(2) The following is a lisiof specific problems pointed out by interviewees.

(a) A major problem is a lack of communication between the upper echelon
and the ABE Director
(b) The people at ECC initiate 'ourses an suggest texts
(c) Need to stop teaching college level courses and concentrate on a GED curriculum
(d) The 24 credit equivalency program was never completely developed
(e) Teaching interns are usually at ABE for one semester and causes too great a staff

turnover
(f) There is no organized system set up that allows for communication with students
(g) When a teacher is absent, a substitute has no knowledge of what to teach or

what has been covered in a particular class
(h) No other staff member is in the classroom to assist or observe and give feedback
(i) Writing, as a course, is taught to many students who still cannot read well

enough to do the writing exercises
(1) The brighter students are "turned off" in class
(k) ESL program was forgotten
(1) Half of the Model Cities' residents are Spanish-speaking and less than 10%

of the trainees are Spanish-speaking.Besides, no shop or ABE personnel are
capable of producing an ESL program

(m) No ABE staff personnel knows enough about construction trades to produce
trade related academic materials

,(n) A World of Construction inservice program was available for staff, but was not
supported verbally or with money to pay attendance fees

(o) Educational equipment and resources are poor
(p) Too many staff members are hired who are unprepared to.teach in a program

of this kind
(q) A lack of clarity over lines of responsibility and job requirements makes for poor

staff morale
(r) There is no opportunity for staff to feel personal recognition
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(3) The following is a list of suggestions for program improvement provided by staff
interviews

(a) Make an organizational chart and provide written job descriptions indicating
lines of authority

(b) There is a: need for staff training and development on an ongoing basis
(c) Consultants are needed
(d) Visits to other ABE programs would be helpful
(e) Need clarification on how paraprofessionals are chosen and the qualifications

they need to meet
(f) The program should be open for more of the community people who want to get

a GED
(g) A master guide should be developed for each course
(h) Lesson plans should be left when a teacher will be absent
(i) Course syllabus should be given to the students
(j) Class size should be smaller
(k) There should always be at least a teacher and an assistant in each class
(I) All tests should be gone over in class ,

(m) Should be stricter with students' homework assignments
(n) A better academic pliacement test should be found
(o) A lot more "hand-out" mgterials would be better than texts
(p) Much more programmed instructional material is needed than is available
(q) A need for more staff, especially a reading specialist

In order to avoid giving a completely bleak view of the ABE program it must be pointed
out that these same staff members made specific comments such as, ",Staff attendance is
pretty good, ", "During the past few months the trainees seem to have buckled down and have
gotten proud of their classroom achievement," "The materials_we have in the Language Lab
are pretty good " etc.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following list of rermmendations reflects an attempt to summarize the abundance of
informat n obtained from numerous interviews and observations and to/clearly state Specific
activiti that should enhance program management and quality.

It seems proper to include recommendations from two sources, (1) internal recommendations
submitted by the ABE Director, and (2) recommendations gleaned from the findings of the out-
side evaluators.

.A. Internal Recommendations by ABE Director

During the course of the evaluators' investigations, it was often necessary to seek
clarifications and information regarding the operations of the ABE program. The most
reliable and available source was the ABE Director. Problem areas were frequently identified
and discussed. Me director was aware of many problems and had some ideas that he wished



to implement with the intention of improving the program. It seemed fitting that he
should be credited for those suggestions and that the evaluators give them recognition
in this report; therefore, the following list was submitted.

1. Weekly compulsory staff meeting
2. Monthly meeting between ABE Staff and career training staff
3. Assigning one individual the responsibility of maintaining adequate and up-to-date

records on the trainees' background and progress
4. Tutors assigned to specific groups of students
5. A formalized orientation procedure for new students and new staff
4, Printed detailed procedures for staff and students
7. Increased utilization of test data for purposes of groupinOtudents and

individualizing instruction

B. Evaluator's' Recommendations

1.

. An NCTTC/ABE Students' HanCpook should be produced. Trainees raise a
tremendous number of questions about the p9licies , rules, regulations and zequire-
ments of their program. Without a handbook, it was observed that many trainees
were forever distUrbed upon the reception of misinformation which most frequently
came from rumors or misunderstood verbal communications. The development of such
a handbook would bring NCTTC and ABE personnel closer together by workingon a
common project. All trainees currently in the program should be given copies.
All new trainees should be given a copy during, the initial counselor interview
which could then be used for orientation purposes.

2. ABE should produce an organizational chart showing line and staff relationships..
The chart, in addition to comprehensively written job descriptioni, should be
incorporated into a small handbook to be distributed to all staff.

oft

3. As recommended internally, thereis a need for a structured formalize.d orientation
procedure for new staff.

4. Senioastaff members plus student representatives should be involved in the inter-
viewing and selection of new staff members. 4

5, The Director of ABE should delegate more responsibility for major program areas to
staff members. For example, a senior staff member could be responsible for the
post;testing program including scheduleing, staff orientation, administration,
recording, filing, computing correlation data, and dissemination of individual
profile sheets. He could be assisted by associate professionals and ABE aides.
Othei areas might be Curriculum Development, the NCTTC/ABE Handbook,
Audio-Visual Resources, etc.

6. Curriculum consultants should be called in to provide input for the selection of materials
and to conduct inservice workshops each semester. Perhaps an organizational technol-
ogist would be useful to serve on a one-time consultant basis.
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7. There is a need for more professional staff. It is uhderstood that a large increase
is expected this Hi. (Hopefully one will be a reading specialist)

8. There is a need, for more small group, individual and team instruction.

9. With a larger staff there would be an opportunity to allot daily planning and
release time for staff to:

(a) attend shop classes to gain trade knowledge that would assist in
developing trade related instructional materials.

(b) develop non-text book teaching materials.
(c) plan for individual student needs and for small groups having similar

skill deficits.

10. More programmed instructional materials are needed.

11. Classrooms should be equipped with educationally relevant materials in order to.
provide a more stimulating learning environment.

12.' A room should be set-up as a work area for teachers to use during daily release
and planning time. Specific functions should be stated for the use of the work room.

13. A library for students is very desirable. Supplementary academic materials,
trade magazines and papers, study areas, etc. could be provided. An ABE aide
could supervise this area.

14. The Language Lab needs a tremendous amount of instructional supplements,
especially for the higher achievers. An ABE aide could supervise this area also
(See ABE Instructional and Curriculum Resources section).

15. There is a need ifor student representatives to participate in the planning and
development aspects of the ABE prpgram. *In addition, the students should have a
student organization whose members could function as spokesmen-for the daily
groups. It would also be desirable if one or two students could be selected to
represent the trainees on the Affirmative Actiett Council.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

During the past decade increased public concern and legal mandates have generated attempts
to upgrade and to provide equal employment opOrtunities for minority citizens. Although quota
systems and public agencies have both forced employers to hire minority workers and have provided
potential workers with training programs in specific skills, crafts, trades and professions, the pace
and results of these endeavors have been less than inspiring. Often, the minority worker who is
hired to fill an employer's quota finds himself working for a minimal wage and in a position offering
little opportunity to learn skills that would enhance the likelihood of promotion. Only a little
imagination is required to envision the psychological consequences resulting from such situations,
i.e. loss of pride, dignity and feelings of personal worth. On the other hand, most training programs
rarely provide the trainee with an adequately devised simulated training experience that prepares him
with either the necessary entry level skills or exposures to the human interactions encountered during
the daily routine of actual employment. Perhaps the most obvious shortcoming of this kind of program
is the uncertainty of employment pending completion of the training program. It is the certainties of
equitable employment and opportunity for advancement that makes the NCTTC/ABE program unique.

In the pursuit and achievement of these objectives, countle.ss hours of bargaining and negotia-
tions resulted in the realization of NCTTC. The successes accomplished in establishing working
relationships with labor unions, major industrial contractors, and state and federal governments
demonstrates the competence and excellence of the admin\istrative staff of NCTTC. The diverse
and complex institutions just mentioned are usually found operating independent of each other and
under governance of long established tradition: including rules, membership and participation
requirements, and th .rotocols of unwritten policy contributing to the maintenance of employment
Practices that discrimina : against ethnic minorities. Thus, finding these institutions cooperating
in an experimental program this magnitude deserves special recognition and offers a concrete
example of how the disparity ga between majority and minority employment practices can be
effectively narrowed. The status .f leadership in both NCTTC and ABE is reflected in the high
quality of both programs and s been demonstrated in only, one year of formal operations. Although
there are areas in need o attention and improvement, both programs merit a superior rating for
their achievements in h a short time.

Implication of social and work importance flow from this program. The recognition that it
successfully plu ikto a complex of heretofore unpenetrable establishments yet maintains an inde-
pendence unde the Nodership of fellow minorities who also assume the responsibility for the quality
of its human pr ducts, serves as an inspiring model at many levels for minority members. Information
from records a d interviews indicated that many trainees have been promoted more quickly than is
required by union regulations. This fact. indicates that the quality of the minority workers' skills is
often being recognized and rewarded fairly by majority foremen and supervisors. Consequently, one
can infer that many of.the derogatory stereotypic attitudes and perceptions previously held by
majority employers of minority workers are being dissipated. The perceived threats of minority
take-over, quality labor at less costs organization of competing minority unions, etc. too.? have
been neutralized in the minds of the majority forces. Personnel from contracting firms indicated
that they have recognized the sincerity of NC1TC in its efforts to participate in the present
structure of industrial labor. The evaluators saw no evidence of attempts to diminish, usurp or
independently compete with the functions of industry or of labor unions, but to gain entrance into its
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system in order to democratically enjoy an equal opportunity to acquire a share of the labor and
monetary rewards. One might also speculate that the provision of similar programs for potential
minority workers could, in time, result in a middle class standard of living for minority members as
whole. Further social implications could be expounded at length; however, it will suffice to state
that the very heart of all implications of this program feeds into the humanistic goal of defeating
social injustice.

As a concluding generalization, NCTTC appears to exhibit an exceptionally well conceived
conceptual design that has not yet reached its potential (Refer to Section I Ill for a more specific
analysis). An assessment of its current status indicates that it is well organized and operates at a
rather high efficiency rate.

In terms of time, the ABE component consumes only 10% of a trainee's work week. As
previously stated, this small percentage of time prov 'es an essential element to the overall program.
The program (NCTTC) requires all employees under 25 years of age to be school dropouts while the
union requires all applicants to have a high school diploma or its equivalent. Therefore, an educa-
tional component is an unavoidable necessity. The ABE program has not been in existence as long
as NCTTC, thus a comparison in quality would be unfair. It began in September,1972, but allowing
for at least three months of concerted effort to physically move into a new location and to develop
a cooperative working relationship with NCTTC,it is a safe assumption to say that the personnel had
only five months to settle into a routine and internally resolve unanticipated problems before the
external evaluation began. With respect to these conditions the evaluators view the progress of the
ABE component as exceptional.

Many evaluative conclusions making both a status assessment of the ABE program and recom-
mendations lor its improvement are enumerated elsewhere in the body of this evaluation and, therefore,
will not be reviewed at this point. However, several outstanding observations will be expanded. The
achievement results were outstanding in spite of the problems encountered duNisinitial testing. It
should be reemphasized that better diagnostic use of test data yielding levels of skill proficiency is
required. Slightly inconsistent with the previous statement is the observation that the Tests of Adult
Basic Education seem to reflect biases against the population for whom it was devised. A way i-o ration-
alize this disparity is to suggest that the results be used as best as they can, and to put forth a creative
effort to utilize the relevant content in new and better ways for diagnostic purposes.

Those agencies responsible for budgeting Direct Costs must allocate more funds for supplememtary
instructional materials. Research in learning theory suggests that there are four conditions relevant
to a learning environment. The first and most rudimentary calls for a wide assortment of-matertals
to be available so that every student can choose to participate in an activity which he finds stimulating.
(The fewer objects and activities available, the more confining the environment, thus allowing for
greater probability of student boredom and non-productivity, e.g. less learning).

It seems that an immediate and persistent effort should be made to assist students in passing the
GED examination. This priority is needed in order to quickly establish a reputation and tradition
within the ABE component of assisting students to successfully obtain the equivalency diploma. The
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24-credit program without taking the GED exam is an excellent alternative method, but perhaps
not viable for the student who is unmotivated by the school and classroom climate.

It is worth restating the need for more individualized instruction and greater continuity
in sequencing study units and topics. Perhaps a larger permanent core staff could adequately
supervise instructional continuity in the face of rapid turnover of associate professionals and
instructional assistants. Well kept cumulative summaries of skill mastery on each student wouki
strengthen continuity and the probability of individualization.

The social context of ABE provides a situation in which students could experience political
involvement. Student input and service in the overall planning and implementation of the educa-
tional component, through a student organization, could possibly result in many students' first
practice in a participatory democratic process which could carry over into civic concerns.

The findings of the student surveys and interviews coincided greatly with the impressions
ccirmed by the evaluators and should he reviewed. Most outstanding are the students' regard for
the entire program and their attitudes toward the instructional staff. This is a program worthy of
maintenance and replication on a nationwide basis.
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VI. APPENDIX A

PERSONAL DATA FORM

Yo u are being asked to fill in this form with personal information about your-
selP. No more than five people, who do not know you, will see your answers.
Since this information will be kept private your frank answers will be appreciat-
ed.

Name Dote of Birth / / . Sex

Address t . How long have you lived here?

Previous Address How long were you there ?

Married? Children (number) Ages

Phone Number \Birth Place

Ethnic Identity . Last school grade completed

Preferred language Do you speak any language besides English?

If so, which languages do you speak?

Have you been in the armed forces? . Which branch? . Dates

Please !ist your previous employment: (use back of this paper if there is not enough space).

Dates Company Name Type of Work

How is your general physical health? (circle one) Good Fair Poor

Do you have any physical impairments? . If your answer is yes, please list them.
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Please indicate the last school grade completed by your parents and their present or last

occupation. If you are not sure which grade your parents completed, write in elementary,

junior high, high school, or beyond high school.

Father

last grade completed present or last occupation

Mother

last grade completed present or last occupation

Number of persons living in your household.

If relatives live with you, please list the relationship.

If other members of the household work, please indicate their relationship and type of work.

Do you live with your parents? A relative?

If you do not live with a parent or relative, do you own your home?

Rent a house? Rent an apartment? Live in a project?

Model Cities area? Other

How many rooms (including bath) are in your dwelling?

Please list any organizations you belong to such as clubs, Y.M.C.A., Church, etc.
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Mi111( CONSTI:',."ZTION TRADES TRAINING PROGRAM

Last

RESS

A P'7-)I..ICA TION FORM

FIELD OFFICE

First Middle

APT. NO.

City State Zip Cod.. Phone No.

DATE OF BIPUI PLACE OF BUITH

OF CHILDREN NO. OF DEPENDENTS OMB THAN CHILDPEN

DE DESIRED

Second Choice Marital Status: Single / / Married / /

Divorced / / Separated /, /

Third Choice

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

el:. Apprenticeship_______ Trainee Journeyman

ve address for the past 3 years)

ive 2 nearest relatives or friends)

How long at above address
How long at this address
How long at this address

Address Phone No. Relationship

me. Address Phone No. Relationship

UCATION

ementary__
Name .Nedress

nior High
Name hddrvss

h School

No. of years

No. of years

Name Address No. of years

d you graduate? YES NO Date of Graduation
Month

NOT Highest grade compietvd: Last 4ate attended:

pe of Diploma: Academic Vocational, Commercial General

Month

Year

Year



you have a, high school equivaleacy?. YES NO

ate

TREK EDUCATION

echnical or Vocational

From what State?

2

B

Same

ddress

No. of years

curses:

ollcge

ddress

Name No. of years

Minor

litany Status Branch Years

uties

id you receive special skills in the ;;2.rlico? YES NO
f so, what?

LOYMENi.

ame of Employee
ddress
eginning Datt.,

oh Title:
uties:

eaillniqa Salary
eason furlLeaving:

ame of Employer
dress
eginninp Date
ob Title:
ties:

Dz.'. c Left

Endria Sal4ty

Date ;..cft

eginning Salary
!anon far Leaving:

2.11,_irc Salary



e of Emnlo er.1
ress

B -2

(3)

innin,7, Date

dies: =maaogyam
maa...s.k.a.

oLrV:
son :or

77Th, owar :

11111111111............1 M

you eve l. been a union mere?. Y2S U0

YES, to which union did you "Delon3?
how lon[;?

ion 3 have you lived in ti.is city?

POST7700.41111.11

F07. 0ICE US Z' 011LY

.bppiCan

C',ornents c Intervie,JerLinclude source of re2erra.1.,..s_r_______

e of Placement:

TUTOaS

Trace:

e of Test Tect Date
Scores Taken Comments on Test Progress Tutor's Initial
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TV,

Name of industry

Type of industry

EMPLOYER DATA FORM

Number of employees

Number of trainees hired through the Newark Trade Training Corporation

Breakdown'of Types of jobs and Levels of work made available to trainees.

Type
(brick mason, carpenter, electrician, plumber, etc.)

Level
(helper, apprentice, journeyman, etc.)

What is the ratio of supervisors to trainees?

What are the supervisors responsibilities to the trainee?
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Describe the nature of the orientation given to all new trainees.

When a trainee is assigned to a specific job, does he work on that job until it is completed?

Do trainees have an opportunity to work on all the different jobs involved in their
particular construction trade?

If trainees receive fringe benefits, please list them.
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N I YORK, N V.- VOi.K I IA!'
Box 75
Division V: Health Services,
Sciences and Education

January 11, 197

Mr. Jerome Lieberman
Essex County Community College
31,Clinton Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Dear Mr. Lieberman:,

Reference is made to our agreement that we provide the external evaluation as described
in your Proposal to Establish cm Aduit Basic Education Career Development Center in the
Newark Model Cities Area which calls for an examination of: (1) screening procedures,
(2) skill mastery, (3) post-study skills development, and (4) an indication of the total
effectiveness of operations and to what extent project objectives are realized. We are'
submitting the following, plan for your review, reactions, .comments, suggested changes,
approval, etc.

It is our plan to utilize several categories of data routinely collected by your staff to
dtitermine characteristics of trainees and program and to determine trainee progress in the
program. In addition, we plan to collect supplementary data, largely through interviews
and observation in order. to further address questions of program quality, `impact on trainees,
and attitudes of trainees and their employers. We understand that we will assume responsi-
bility for (a) the conduct of those interviews and observations, .(b) for the reducti n and
analysis of data collected by my staff, (c) as well as those data which are needed fo
evaluation purposes but collected by your staff and made available to us and (d) for the
preparation of a report which will include a summative evaluative description of the
program, summary data on the trainees' achievement with respect to skill mastery, and
summative discussions of the extent to which ,specific objectives have been met. and of the
overall effectiveness of the program.

In order to complete these tasks, we will need the following items of information or data:

(1) Names and addresses of all trainees. Each will be asked to respond to an
interview form which can be issued and collected either by your staff or ours.
From this total listing a random sample of 50 trainees will be personally interviewed
by the external evaluation team.

v.
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Mr. Jerome Lieberman January 11, 1973

r

(2) Demographic data on all trainees.
(3) Achievement data you gather on all trainees. This includes pre and Ost
and periodic progressN:lata obtained on the California Achievement Test of Adult
Basic EduCation. 1ln addition, we are requesting that,you give a post-test with the
Comparative Guidance and Placement Program in order to have a more complete
measure of academic skill development.
(4) Names and addresses of employers so that a sample of these can be interviewed.
(5) A list of names and addresses of your contact people at the agencies who do your
screening and recruitment.

With the above listed information and data we should be able to:

(a) Make an analysis of the recruitment procedure and its appropriateness to the
project and its relationship to trainees admitted to the program.
(b) Monitor and document the program itself with a view to describing the treatment
and assessing the conceptual and operational adequacy ofthe program.
(c) Make an analysis of the pre and post-test data to assess the actual level of skills mastery.
(d) Provide an assessment of t\ rainee perceptions of the program and their reactions to it.
(e) Make an assessment of employer post-training perceptions of the trainees.
(f) Produce an integrated summary of findings with implications for the project.

We have agreed that the total cost to you for our work dlicribed above will be $5,000.0:
-$2,500.00 to be paid upon completionzf pre-treatment trainee characteristics, and program
Characteristics data coaction and analysis and $ 1,500.00 to be paid upon completion of
post-treatment impact data collection and analysis and $1,000.00 upon completion of the
final report. *

If this is satisfactory, please sign the original copy of this letter and return it to me. We
are prepared to begin this work immediately and anticipate its completion on or before
June 30, 1973:

pr

Cordirlly,

vo'N

Edmund W. Gordon, Ed .D.
Professor and Director

Jer me Lie erman, Dean of Institutional Development

Date

*Is Subject to:pr.ovisiens discussed in January -,1973 correspondence to your
-attention fr4r. Louis tionnann.

/-
/
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DIRECTIONS:

On the following pages there are 22 questions about your Adult Basic EducOtion- Program.
At the end of each question there are three possible answers. They are:

Yes No Undecided

First, read the sentence.
Second, decide which answer best describes how you feel about the question.
Third, draw a circle around the answer you have chosen.

1. Did the person who interviewed you for the program explain the pr.ogram well?
Yes No Undecided

2. Do you feel that the person who interviewed you for t he program was interested in you?
- Yes No

3. Were you recruited by a member of t he Adult Basic Education staff?
Yes No Undecided

4. Were you recruited by an agency or by someone who does not Work at the Adult
Basic Education Center?

Yes No Undecided

5. When you were unable to come to the center to do your school work, did someone
come to your home to help you?

VIM!: Undecided

6. Are there enough staff members at the Adult Basic Education Center so that someone
Is always available to help you with your school work?

Yes No Undecided

7. In most of the school work you do ai the center, can you work as fast or as slow as
you feel you need to?

Yes No Undecided

8. Is the whale class taught a lesson at the same time very often?
Yes No Undecided

9. Does a teacher teach. two or three of you at the same time?
Yes No Undecided

10. Are the instructional materials interesting?
Yes No Undecided

11. Is a lot of the Instructional material about the work you are doing on your. job?
Yes No Undecided

S

12. Do you feel that the school work you Elavk been doing will help you pass the High School
Equivalency Examinatio'n if yot, wish to takle it sometime in the future?

Yes No Undecided
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13. Do you feel that what you have learned at the Adult Basic Education Center is useful,
to you now?

Yes No Undecided

14. Do you feel that what you have learned at the center will be helpful in planning
your future?

Yes No Undecided

15. Has the reading instruction helped you the most?
Yes No Undecided

16. Has the math instruction helped you the most?
Yes No Undecided

17. Are the staff members a... the center pleasant to be with?
Yes No Undecided

18. Do the staff members treat you in a way that makes you feel important and appreciated?
Yes No Undecided

19. Has what you have learned about jobs and employment at the center made your thinking
about wLrk more meaningful?

Yes No Undecided

20. Have private talks with a person on the Adult Basic Education staff helped you in plan-
rd., .vaufiG %.,a1GC1

Yes No Undecided

21. Are your job and education schedules well planned and convenient?
Yes No Undecided

22. Do you feel personally successful in the progress you've made in your school work?
Yes. No Undecided
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March Th, 1973,
0

'to: Dr. Grace Hewell, James- Howard, Dr. Lou Bofmann Jerry Liebermann'
1 -''

From: Ron,Phillips . ,(T or Dr. Edmund Gordon)

' U .
.

.

Re,: External evaluation of the Adult Basic'EducationCareerDevelopment denter in
the Newark Model Cities Area.

EnclOsed for your inspection and evaluation are: (1) a .Personal.Data Form for .

- the collection of demOgraphic data.on.all traihees,:(2) an Employer Data Form for
the collection of deniOgraOhin data and employer reSponsibiliticsto the gees,
el

and (3) inn- Interview Form whith-Willserve as a screening devit.0 for-the collection:--
.'.e data reg,rding-traince perceptions of their ABE program. 4-

I -- ,
Ar

.

.
.

,

. . Adi.j ,The 'Employer Data Form is intended to suppleMent.the daWthat-yeu will collect
.

i:egarding the employer's impressions of the competence and .adjustment oAlhk,tra.inee
lie would like to review the qUestionS ybii-X11-be asking the. employers. ''and Vb., have
access to.

,,.

that infermation when it,is collected. ,-, d

c

:The interview form is des-l:gned to` survey the attitudes, and perceptions 41'
trainecsli-ejarding tne,reruitment procedure, the educationalyrogram and-its
personnel, and the overall' mechdnics of the program. from thissurvewe,hope to
identify relevant areas froM which we will-develop more extensive questions to-ask.
the 50 trainees ourpersonaL intervimrs.

,
/

0ther,questionsMay be raised about our preposed.plan:of evaluation'. as vas
-snub itted by Dr, Gordon (see enclosed.lettbr-Trom.Dr.. Gordon to' Jerry Liebermann
of'.ja711lary 11, 1973). Ploaserevleu this plan anddtvutcip-q-cmitiutTs-whichyay.

medifiaations) etc. for.oUr Meeting On_March 19;.1.273
at Dr. fleWeIl's office at 1 :00 P. M,

4
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